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Abstract
Temporal logics of knowledge are useful for reasoning about situations where the knowledge of an agent or
component is important, and where change in this knowledge may occur over time. Here we investigate the
application of temporal logics of knowledge to the speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of security protocols. We
show how typical assumptions relating to authentication protocols can be speciﬁed. We consider veriﬁcation
methods for these logics, in particular, focusing on proofs using clausal resolution. Finally we present
experiences from using a resolution based theorem prover applied to security protocols speciﬁed in temporal
logics of knowledge.
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1 Introduction
As more and more information is transferred electronically, and as the sensitivity
of this data increases, there is an increasing need to provide mechanisms for ensur-
ing the security of information transfer between computers. In addition, with the
advent of grid and ubiquitous computing, security and trust are key issues that are
integral to the success of these technologies. This need for security has led to the de-
velopment of cryptographic protocols, in which authentication of the individuals and
messages concerned (typically through encryption) occurs. Given the importance
of the area, it is vital that techniques be used which provide automatic analysis of
such protocols prior to deployment.
Ever since the security of information transfer between computers became an
issue, it has been clear that formal methods should have a key part to play in
analysing protocol security. A wide range of tools for formal veriﬁcation applicable
to security have been developed [36]. Typically, these involve either full (or at
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least abstracted) state-space exploration, for example via model checking [33,38],
or complex theorem-proving using higher-order tools [41,13]. While both these types
of approach have made signiﬁcant advances, neither is completely satisfactory: the
ﬁrst has limitations with inﬁnite state spaces (even with abstraction techniques);
the second suﬀers from the complexity of the human intervention required, and the
lack of heuristics having a high probability of success. A more appealing solution
lies in between these two, namely to use proof methods, but to restrict the logic
to decidable or semi-decidable fragments. While such a restriction is not always
possible, there are a wide range of cryptographic protocols where analysis of this
style can be eﬀective. In particular, many authentication techniques that can be
captured in terms of the change in the participants’ knowledge and belief fall into
this category.
The application of logical tools to the analysis of security protocols was pio-
neered by Burrows, Abadi and Needham (BAN logics) [3]. These are purpose built
belief logics especially designed for dealing with authentication issues. Whilst these
logics were inﬂuential, they suﬀered from a number of drawbacks such as a lack of
semantics, the inability to express time explicitly, the need to capture additional
features, etc. This led to the development of extensions, or logics of a similar style
aimed at a larger class of systems such as [21,50]. In this paper we describe how to
use a combination of standard, well-known modal and temporal logics, rather than
developing special purpose logics, to specify security protocols.
Temporal logic is an extension of classical logic that is widely used in the speci-
ﬁcation and veriﬁcation of complex systems. In this logic, time is an added dimen-
sion and so logical properties can evolve over time; consequently this form of logic
is very suitable for systems that change over time, such as dynamic or adaptive
systems. Temporal logic has been used in many areas within Computer Science and
Artiﬁcial Intelligence, including the speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of reactive (e.g.
distributed or concurrent) systems [34], the synthesis of programs from temporal
speciﬁcations [42,31], algorithmic veriﬁcation via model-checking [26,7], knowledge
representation and reasoning [15,2,52], and temporal databases [6,5].
Modal logics involve reasoning over possible worlds. The worlds are connected by
relations for each agent or process denoting possible alternative worlds. A formula
ϕ is possible, denoted ♦i ϕ in a world s if and only if there is a world t such that
(s, t) is in the i-relation and ϕ holds in t. A formula ϕ is necessary, denoted i ϕ in
a world s if and only if for all worlds t if (s, t) is in the i-relation then ϕ holds at
t. Modal logics have been used to capture notions such as knowledge, belief, desire,
intention (see for example [15,44]) etc. In particular, the modal logic S5 has been
used to reason about knowledge [15]. As we are interested in knowledge, we use the
operator Ki instead of i and ¬Ki¬ instead of ♦i , where Kiϕ denotes that agent i
knows ϕ.
Together combinations of logics have been used to specify complex systems such
as distributed or multi-agent systems. When specifying such systems we may need to
represent dynamic, informational and motivational aspects of systems. Dynamic as-
pects are typically modelled using temporal or dynamic logics, informational aspects
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such as knowledge or belief using the modal logics S5 and KD45 and motivational
aspects such as desires, intentions and wishes using the modal logics KD.
In this paper we will concentrate on a speciﬁc temporal logic of knowledge [15,37].
This is a temporal logic enriched by the addition of modal connectives for represent-
ing the knowledge of a group of processes, using the modal logic S5. These logics
can be used to formalise statements such as: “if process p1 knows that process p2
has received message m1, then p1 should eventually send message m2 to p2”.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe a particular
authentication protocol, namely the Needham-Schroeder protocol. In Section 3 we
provide a syntax and semantics for the temporal logic of knowledge used in this
paper, KL(n), while in Section 4, we discuss how protocols such as the Needham-
Schroeder protocol can be speciﬁed using this logic. In Section 5 we give an overview
to a resolution based proof method for temporal logics of knowledge. In Section 6 we
provide results having carried out proofs by hand and with an automatic theorem
prover for a related logic. In Section 7 we mention related work and in Section 8
we provide concluding remarks.
2 The Needham-Schroeder protocol with public keys
The Needham-Schroeder protocol with public keys [40] intends to establish authen-
tication between an agent A who initiates a protocol and an agent B who responds
to A.
The complete protocol consists of seven messages, but we focus on a simpliﬁed
version consisting of only three messages. The messages that we omit are those
whereby the agents request other agents’ public keys from a server. Note that
omitting these steps is equivalent to assuming that each agent always knows all the
others’ public keys.
The protocol can then be described as the three following steps:
Message Direction Contents
Message 1 A → B {NA, A}pub key(B)
Message 2 B → A {NB , NA}pub key(A)
Message 3 A → B {NB}pub key(B)
Note that message contents of the form {X,Y }pub key(Z) represent messages con-
taining both X and Y but then encrypted with Z’s public key. Elements of the
form NX are special items of data, called nonces. Typically, agents in the protocol
will generate their own unique nonce (often encrypted) which is, at least initially,
unknown to all other agents.
Message 1: A sends B an encrypted nonce together with A’s identity, all encrypted
with B’s public key.
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Message 2: When B receives Message 1, it decrypts it using its corresponding
private key to obtain NA. Then B returns to A the nonce NA and generates another
nonce of his own, NB, and sends it back, this time encrypted with A’s public key.
Message 3: When A receives Message 2, it returns B’s nonce, this time encrypted
with B’s public key in order to prove A’s authenticity.
A man in the middle attack on this protocol has been described by Lowe [33]. Agent
A tries to run the protocol with a dishonest agent C. C pretends to be A and runs
the protocol with B. Steps of the two protocol runs are interleaved and the outcome
is that B thinks he has been running the protocol with A whereas he has actually
been running it with C. Consequently C learns B’s nonce.
3 Syntax and Semantics
The logic, KL(n), a temporal logic of knowledge we consider is the fusion of linear-
time temporal logic with multi-modal S5. We ﬁrst give the syntax and semantics
of KL(n), where each modal relation is restricted to be an equivalence relation [24].
The temporal component is interpreted over a discrete linear model of time with
ﬁnite past and inﬁnite future; an obvious choice for such a ﬂow of time is (N, <),
i.e., natural numbers ordered by the usual ‘less than’ relation. This logic has been
studied in detail [24] and is the most commonly used temporal logic of knowledge.
3.1 Syntax
Formulae are constructed from a set P = {p, q, r, . . .} of primitive propositions. The
language KL(n) contains the standard propositional connectives ¬ (not), ∨ (or), ∧
(and) and ⇒ (implies). For knowledge we assume a set of agents Ag = {1, . . . n}
and introduce a set of unary modal connectives Ki, for i ∈ Ag, where a formula Kiφ
is read as “agent i knows φ”. For the temporal dimension we take the usual [19]
set of future-time temporal connectives  (next), ♦ (sometime, or eventually),
(always), U (until) and W (unless, or weak until).
The set of well-formed formulae of KL(n), wffK is deﬁned as follows:
• false, true and any element of P is in wffK ;
• if A and B are in wffK then so are (where i ∈ Ag)
¬A A ∨B A ∧B A ⇒ B KiA
♦A A AU B AW B A
We deﬁne some particular classes of formulae that will be useful later.
Deﬁnition 3.1 A literal is either p, or ¬p, where p ∈ P.
Deﬁnition 3.2 A modal literal is either Kil or ¬Kil where l is a literal and i ∈ Ag.
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3.2 Semantics
First, we assume that the world may be in any of a set, S, of states.
Deﬁnition 3.3 A timeline, t, is an inﬁnitely long, linear, discrete sequence of
states, indexed by the natural numbers. Let TLines be the set of all timelines.
Deﬁnition 3.4 A point q, is a pair q = (t, u), where t ∈ TLines is a timeline and
u ∈ N is a temporal index into t. Let Points be the set of all points.
Deﬁnition 3.5 A valuation π, is a function π : Points× P → {T, F}.
Deﬁnition 3.6 A model M , is a structure M = 〈TL,R1, . . . , Rn, π〉, where:
• TL ⊆ TLines is a set of timelines, with a distinguished timeline t0;
• Ri, for all i ∈ Ag is the agent accessibility relation over Points, i.e., Ri ⊆ Points×
Points, where each Ri is an equivalence relation; and
• π is a valuation.
As usual, we deﬁne the semantics of the language via the satisfaction relation ‘|=’.
For KL(n), this relation holds between pairs of the form 〈M, q〉 (where M is a
model and q is a point in TL× N), and formulae in wffK . The rules deﬁning the
satisfaction relation are given below. We omit the semantics of some of the classical
operators as they are standard and the temporal operators U and W as they will
not be used further in this paper.
〈M, (t, u)〉 |= true
〈M, (t, u)〉 |= false
〈M, (t, u)〉 |= p iﬀ π((t, u), p) = T (where p ∈ P)
〈M, (t, u)〉 |= ¬A iﬀ 〈M, (t, u)〉 |= A
〈M, (t, u)〉 |= A ∨B iﬀ 〈M, (t, u)〉 |= A or 〈M, (t, u)〉 |= B
〈M, (t, u)〉 |= A iﬀ 〈M, (t, u + 1)〉 |= A
〈M, (t, u)〉 |= A iﬀ ∀u′ ∈ N, if (u ≤ u′) then 〈M, (t, u′)〉 |= A
〈M, (t, u)〉 |=♦A iﬀ ∃u′ ∈ N such that (u ≤ u′) and 〈M, (t, u′)〉 |= A
〈M, (t, u)〉 |= KiA iﬀ ∀t
′ ∈ TL. ∀u′ ∈ N. if ((t, u), (t′, u′)) ∈ Ri
then 〈M, (t′, u′)〉 |= A
For any formula A, if there is some modelM and timeline t such that 〈M, (t, 0)〉 |= A,
then A is said to be satisﬁable. If for any formula A, for all models M there exists
a timeline t such that 〈M, (t, 0)〉 |= A then A is said to be valid. Note, this is the
anchored version of the (temporal) logic, i.e. validity and satisﬁability are evaluated
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at the beginning of time (see for example [14]).
As agent accessibility relations in KL(n) models are equivalence relations, the
axioms of the normal modal system S5 are valid in KL(n) models. The system S5
is widely recognised as the logic of idealised knowledge, and for this reason KL(n) is
often termed a temporal logic of knowledge.
4 Speciﬁcation using Temporal Logics of Knowledge
In this section, we will give an overview on how to use KL(n) to specify the Needham-
Schroeder protocol. In order to do this we use the following syntactic conventions.
Let M , M1 and M2 be variables over messages, W be a variable over keys, N
be a variable over nonces, V be a variable over values for keys and nonces, and
X,Y, . . . be variables over agents. Moreover, for every agent, X, we assume there
are keys pub key(X) and priv key(X), while in this protocol A and B are constants
representing two speciﬁc agents. We identify the following predicates:
• send(X,M ,W ) is satisﬁed if agent X sends message M encrypted by key W ;
• rcv(X,M,W ) is satisﬁed if agent X receives message M encrypted by key W ;
• Msg(M) is satisﬁed if M is a message;
• nonce(N) is satisﬁed if N is a nonce;
• val pub key(X,V ) is satisﬁed if the value of the public key of X is V ;
• val priv key(X,V ) is satisﬁed if the value of the private key of X is V ;
• val nonce(N,V ) is satisﬁed if the value of nonce N is V ;
• contains(M1,M2) is satisﬁed if the message M2 is contained within M1.
To simplify the description, we allow quantiﬁcation and equality over the sets of
agents, messages and keys. As we assume a ﬁnite set of agents, messages, keys and
nonces this logic remains essentially propositional. The following are examples of
typical assumptions:
• initially, only agent A knows the content of its own nonce NA and only B knows
the content of its own nonce NB ;
• messages sent are not guaranteed to arrive at the required destination;
• if a message is received by an agent, then that message must have been previously
sent by some agent;
• knowledge of messages persists, i.e. agents do not forget message contents;
• if a message is received, and the receiver knows the private key required, then the
receiver will know the content of the message; and
• an intruder can intercept messages sent to others.
We allow a simple representation of public and private keys in terms of the unary
functions ‘pub key(X)’ and ‘priv key(X)’. All agents know the public keys of all
other agents, but each agent’s private key is only known by that agent.
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Rather than give the complete set of axioms we provide some examples showing
how to specify the above assumptions.
• Initially, only agent A knows the value of its own nonce and only B knows the
value of its own nonce.
KAval nonce(NA, an) ¬KAval nonce(NB , an) ¬KAval nonce(NB , bn) etc . . .
In the above an and bn are particular values for nonces and there will be similar
formulae relating to B’s knowledge. Note that these statements are the initial
conditions and must hold at the beginning of time.
• Messages sent are not guaranteed to arrive.
There is no axiom of the form
send(. . .) ⇒♦rcv(. . .)
• If any message does arrive, then that message must have been previously sent by
some agent.
∀X,M,W. rcv(X,M,W ) ⇒ ∃Y. ♦• send(Y,M,W )
Note that ‘♦• ’ is the operator sometime in the past and has the following seman-
tics.
〈M, (t, u)〉 |=♦• A iﬀ ∃u′ ∈ N such that (0 ≤ u′ < u) and 〈M, (t, u′)〉 |= A
Whilst the use of this past-time operator makes specifying this axiom easier (see
also, for example, [32]), it is well known that for ﬁnite past such operators add
no extra expressive power [19,32] and can be translated using just future-time
operators.
• Agents’ knowledge of nonces and keys persists.
∀X,N, V. KXval nonce(N,V ) ⇒ KXval nonce(N,V )
This is the axiom for nonces and there is a similar axiom for keys.
• If a message is received containing a nonce, and the receiver knows the private
key required, then the receiver will know the value of the nonce.
∀X,M,Y, V,N.
(rcv(X,M, pub key(Y )) ∧KXval priv key(Y, V )∧
Msg(M) ∧ contains(M,N) ∧ nonce(N))
⇒ ∃V1KXval nonce(N,V1)
The actual axiom in [4,12] is more complex than this as it also incorporates the
idea that the knowledge of some information must come about from either having
known something in a previous moment, if there was one, or from the initial
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conditions or from having been sent a message which the agent could decrypt
containing that information.
• An intruder can intercept messages sent to others.
The predicate send does not contain who the message is sent to and the predicate
rcv doesn’t contain information relating to who sent the message. Similarly, there
is no axiom stating that receiving a message implies that the message must have
been sent to that agent by a third party.
For full details of the speciﬁcation see the axioms in [4,12].
5 Resolution for Temporal Logics of Knowledge
We give a brief overview of the resolution method for KL(n); for full details see [11,10].
To show that a KL(n)formula, ϕ, is valid we negate it and translate into a normal
form, SNKK . Formulae in normal form are of the form
∗
∧
i
Ti
where
〈M, (t, u)〉 |= ∗
∧
i
Ti iﬀ 〈M, (t
′, u′)〉 |=
∧
i
Ti
for every point (t′, u′) reachable from (t, u) using either temporal or epistemic tran-
sitions of arbitrary length.
Each Ti is known as a clause and must be one of the following:
start ⇒
r∨
b=1
lb (an initial clause)
g∧
a=1
ka ⇒ 
r∨
b=1
lb (a step clause)
g∧
a=1
ka ⇒ ♦l (a sometime clause)
true ⇒
r∨
b=1
m1b (a K1–clause)
. . . ⇒ . . .
true ⇒
r∨
b=1
mnb (a Kn–clause)
true ⇒
r∨
b=1
lb (a literal–clause)
where ka, lb, and l are literals (propositions or their negations) and mjb are either
literals or are of the form Kj l or ¬Kj l (modal literals).
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The translation to SNFK removes all temporal operators apart from  (in
the next moment in time) and ♦ (sometime in the future) by: rewriting them
using their ﬁxpoint deﬁnitions; renaming complex subformulae by new propositional
variables where the truth value of these new propositions is linked to the formulae
they replaced at all moments in time; and by using standard equivalences. Then
resolution rules are applied to clauses until either start ⇒ false is derived, meaning
‘ϕ is valid’, or until no new clauses can be generated, meaning ‘ϕ is not valid’. The
method has been shown to be sound, complete and terminating [11,10]. Rather
than giving full details, we next provide a brief overview of the key aspects of the
approach. Resolution rules can be of one of four types: initial, step, modal or
temporal.
The following step resolution rules, applied between two step clauses or between
a step and a literal clause, are similar to classical style resolution rules.
[SRES1]
P ⇒ (F ∨ l)
Q ⇒ (G ∨ ¬l)
(P ∧Q) ⇒ (F ∨G)
[SRES2]
P ⇒ (F ∨ l)
true ⇒ (G ∨ ¬l)
P ⇒ (F ∨G)
There are similar initial resolution rules for resolving two initial clauses or an initial
and literal clause.
The following (also termed a step resolution rule) states ‘if Q leads to a contra-
diction then ¬Q must hold everywhere’.
[SRES2]
Q ⇒ false
true ⇒ ¬Q
There is also a complex temporal resolution rule that resolves sets of step clauses
that together imply P ⇒  l with a sometime clause of the form Q ⇒ ♦¬l.
Explanation of this is beyond the scope of this paper and the interested reader is
referred to [17].
Modal resolution rules are applied between two Ki clauses (for some i) or be-
tween a Ki clause and a literal clause. These relate to the axioms of the modal logic
S5. For example, the following rule:
[MRES3]
true ⇒ D ∨Kil
true ⇒ D′ ∨ ¬l
true ⇒ D ∨D′
relates to the axiom Kiϕ ⇒ ϕ as Kil and ¬l cannot both hold together.
Theorem 5.1 Translation to SNFK preserves satisﬁability [11,10]. A KLn formula
A is satisﬁable if, and only if, τK [A] is satisﬁable (where τK is the translation into
SNFK).
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Theorem 5.2 Termination[11,10]. The resolution procedure terminates.
Theorem 5.3 Soundness[11,10]. Let S be a satisﬁable set of SNFK clauses and T
be the set of clauses obtained from S by an application of one of the resolution rules.
Then T is also satisﬁable.
Theorem 5.4 Completeness[11,10]. If a set of SNFK clauses is unsatisﬁable then
it has a refutation by the given temporal resolution procedure.
6 Verifying Properties of NSP
We next describe how we used resolution based proof methods for KL(n) to verify
simple properties of NSP.
6.1 Resolution Proof in Temporal Logics of Knowledge
We have proved several (simple) properties of NSP by hand using clausal resolution
for KL(n). Full details are given in [4,12]. The properties we have considered are
given below.
• Once B receives the nonce of A encoded by B’s public key then B knows the value
of that nonce.
This may be formalised as
(rcv(B,m1, pub key(B)) ⇒ KBval nonce(NA, an)).
Here m1 represents the ﬁrst message of NSP, i.e. A’s identity and nonce encoded
in B’s public key and an is the actual value of A’s nonce.
• Once A receives its nonce back encoded via A’s public key then A knows that B
knows the value of that nonce, i.e.
(rcv(A,m2, pub key(A)) ⇒ KAKBval nonce(NA, an))
Here m2 represents the second message of NSP, i.e. a message containing both
A’s and B’s nonces encoded in A’s public key and, as previously, an is the actual
value of A’s nonce.
• C will never know the value of A’s nonce.
¬KCvalue nonce(NA, an)
Here C represents some other intruder agent and, as previously, an is the actual
value of A’s nonce. This can be proved as we have used axioms stating that A
and B can only send messages containing their nonces in the public keys of A
and B. Whilst this is a strong axiom, if we allowed A or B to send messages
containing their nonces in C’s public key it is obvious that C will be able to learn
their contents.
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6.2 Proof Using the Theorem Prover TeMP
Next we describe using a resolution theorem prover for monodic First-Order Tem-
poral Logic (TeMP) to carry out these proofs automatically. First-Order (discrete
linear time) Temporal Logic (FOTL) is an extension of classical ﬁrst-order logic with
operators that deal with a linear and discrete model of time. A formula, ϕ of FOTL
is monodic if any subformula T φ (where T is , ♦, or ) or any subformula
φ1T φ2 (where T is U or W ) contains at most one free variable. Whilst full FOTL
is incomplete, the monodic fragment has a ﬁnite axiomatisation [53] and may also
be decidable if the pure ﬁrst-order part is restricted to be a decidable fragment [25].
TeMP [27], is an implementation of a resolution-based calculus for monodic
First-Order Temporal Logic over expanding domains [28]. TeMP implements the
calculus described in [29], which is an implementable version of the monodic tem-
poral resolution calculus of [8].
It is possible to translate formulae from temporal logics of knowledge into the
monodic fragment of First-Order Temporal Logic (see for example [18,46] for trans-
lations from modal to ﬁrst-order logics). Essentially, the truth of propositions in
worlds are encoded by a unary predicate, accessibility relations between worlds
are encoded by binary predicates, and restrictions on accessibility relations such as
reﬂexivity, symmetry, transitivity (recall the modal accessibility relations are equiv-
alence relations) are encoded as conditions on the binary relations. We provide such
a translation in [16] and prove it is satisﬁability preserving.
Using this approach, we have translated the speciﬁcation of the NSP and the
properties we wish to prove into FOTL and have run TeMP on the output. We
have been able to prove the above properties provided we utilise the axiomatic
translation [46] which is amenable to automatic theorem proving. In the axiomatic
translation, the transitivity axiom is dealt with in a non-standard way to avoid
termination problems which may occur with the standard translation. Full details
of this approach, timings, the number of clauses generated, etc, can be found in [16].
7 Related Work
The application of logical tools to the analysis of security protocols was pioneered by
Burrows, Abadi and Needham [3]. Known as BAN logic, this was an early approach
to formalising the description and analysis of authentication protocols. BAN logic
is a logic of belief, and it is the ‘beliefs’ of the computational components that are
modiﬁed as the protocol progresses. Primitives in BAN allow statements such as
A believes X, A sees M etc. The rules in these logics are such as “if an agent A
sees M encrypted with a key K and he believes K is a good key for talking with
another agent then A has seen M”.
Whilst BAN was very inﬂuential it suﬀered from a number of drawbacks. Firstly
BAN had no formal semantics. Although a modal logic semantics was given to a
BAN-like logic in [1], this is complex. Also, when using BAN logics the protocol
idealisation step, i.e. transforming the informal description of the protocol to one
using BAN primitives, is far from easy. Further, BAN originally had no explicit
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temporal component so could not express statements such as if a message is received
then it was sent at some moment in the past, and suﬀered from diﬃculties in dealing
with negated beliefs, i.e. the absence of information.
Since the introduction of BAN logic, many other logics in this style have been
derived, some attempting to address the above drawbacks. These have either been
extensions of BAN logic (e.g. GNY [21]) or logics developed in a similar style, but
aimed at a larger class of systems (e.g. SvO [50]). What the majority of these
techniques have in common is that their underlying basis can be seen as a multi-
modal logic (typically knowledge, or belief ). Indeed, the SvO logic is an S5 logic
for cryptographic protocol analysis that uniﬁes several earlier logics and provides a
semantic basis for them. In this work, it is clear than some of the problems that
have occurred require more dynamic notations for their solution. This has led to
the addition of temporal aspects to these logics [49].
In [20] a temporal logic of knowledge is described also incorporating obligation
and permission for reasoning about security policies. However the temporal part
uses a simpliﬁed branching time logic.
Other approaches to the formal veriﬁcation of security protocols involve, for
example, the use of process algebras [47,45], tools for higher order logics [41,13] and
model checking [33,38,45].
Whilst some of the veriﬁcation tools mentioned above are general purpose tools
that have been used for the formal veriﬁcation of security protocols, there are other
tools developed speciﬁcally for the analysis of security protocols. It is worth men-
tioning the NRL Protocol Analyzer [35] (where NRL stands for Naval Research
Laboratory where this tool was developed). This analyzer has been successful in
ﬁnding unpublished vulnerabilities.
Regarding veriﬁcation for other types of protocol, standard epistemic logics
[15,37] have been applied successfully to reason about communication protocols,
for example the derivation of the alternating bit protocol in [22] or, more recently,
the analysis of TCP [48]). In such an analysis, an epistemic language is useful in
order to express that some receiver indeed knows some message at a speciﬁc state
of the protocol, or that a sender knows that the receiver knows the message. In
this setting, contrary to the security framework of BAN, the implicit assumption is
always that the network is not hostile.
Temporal logics of knowledge (and belief) have been widely studied see for exam-
ple [15,24,30,37,51]. As well as the resolution based proof methods for these logics,
tableau style algorithms also exist, see for example [54] for temporal logics of knowl-
edge and belief, or [43,44] for the fusion of either linear or branching-time temporal
logic with the modal logics KD45 for belief, and KD for desire and intention.
8 Concluding Remarks
We have given an overview of how to specify security protocols, in particular the
Needham-Schroeder protocol, using temporal logics of knowledge. We have proved
properties of this protocol both by hand and automatically using the theorem prover
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TeMP via a translation to the monodic fragment of First-Order Temporal Logic.
Using proof in temporal logics of knowledge for the veriﬁcation of security protocols
has a number of advantages. Firstly, these logics are well known and well studied,
having formal semantics and a bank of work relating to axiomatisations, complexity
results etc. Secondly, time is incorporated explicitly to deal with the ordering of
events ensuring that these logics are able to describe dynamic aspects of protocols.
Veriﬁcation can then be achieved via proof within an appropriate logic. Thus we
avoid having to develop special purpose logics and proof methods speciﬁcally for the
security domain. Dealing with negated information presents us with no problems
and negated properties can be easily speciﬁed. Further, Lowe’s attack [33] suggests
that it may be worthwhile to use both knowledge and belief in the speciﬁcation, as
agents can be misled. Technically this presents us with no problems, since we just
use a temporal logic combined with suitable modal logics for knowledge (S5) and
belief (KD45).
Whilst this approach has a number of advantages it does have some drawbacks.
We carried out the speciﬁcation by hand, encoding the assumptions, the protocol,
and initial situation. This task is non-trivial and prone to error. Ideally we would
like to produce a framework suggesting suitable axioms, given particular assump-
tions. This problem is similar to that of idealisation in BAN, i.e. moving from an
informal protocol description to one using BAN primitives. On the other hand,
our experience is that spelling out such a speciﬁcation makes crystal clear what
assumptions are needed to show a protocol guarantees certain desirable properties.
Another issue is the size of the speciﬁcation. Apparently simple protocols such
as the NSP require many axioms and initial conditions. The ﬁrst-order aspects
of some of these axioms makes a huge speciﬁcation when written propositionally.
Future work involves re-considering these axioms to see whether we can abstract
away from some of the detail (such as the values of keys and nonces) while still
being able to prove useful properties of the protocol.
Regarding our explicit representation of time, several axioms deal with no for-
getting or perfect recall assumptions, i.e. if we know something now (eg the value of
a nonce) then we will also know this in the next moment. Thus when, incorporating
time explicitly we have to state axioms relating to not forgetting the value of nonces,
keys etc. An alternative to this would be to use a temporal logic of knowledge with
more complex interactions between knowledge and time. For example if we allow
the following as an axiom
Ki p ⇒ Kip,
meaning “if agent i knows that, in the next moment, p will be true then, in the
next moment, agent i will know that p is true” then we can describe how knowledge
evolves over time. Systems with the above axiom have been termed systems of
synchrony and perfect recall [23]. Such logics, allowing non-trivial interactions be-
tween the modal and temporal components become, in general, theoretically more
complex, sometimes undecidable [23]. Proof methods for these complex logics have
been developed in [9,39].
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